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RICS is the world's leading qualification when it comes to professional standards in land, property
and construction.
In a world where more and more people, governments, banks and commercial organisations
demand greater certainty of professional standards and ethics, attaining RICS status is the
recognised mark of property professionalism.
Over 100,000 property professionals working in the major established and emerging economies of
the world have already recognised the importance of securing RICS status by becoming members.
RICS is an independent professional body originally established in the UK by Royal Charter. Since
1868, RICS has been committed to setting and upholding the highest standards of excellence and
integrity - providing impartial, authoritative advice on key issues affecting businesses and society.
The RICS Building Survey is reproduced with the permission of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors who owns the copyright.
© 2012 RICS
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This Building Survey is produced by an RICS surveyor who has written this report for you to
use. If you decide not to act on the advice in the report, you do this at your own risk.
The Building Survey aims to:
help you make a reasoned and informed decision when purchasing the property, or when
planning repairs, maintenance or upgrading the property;
provide detailed advice on condition;
describe the identifiable risk of potential or hidden defects;
where practicable and agreed, provide an estimate of costs for identified repairs; and
make recommendations as to any further actions or advice which need to be obtained
before committing to purchase.
Section B gives an outline description of what the inspection covers. A more detailed
description is contained in the 'Description of the RICS Building Survey Service' at the end of
this report.
Any extra services provided that are not covered by the terms and conditions of this report
must be covered by a separate contract.
After reading this report you may have comments or questions. If so, please contact the RICS
surveyor who has written this report for you (contact details are given in section L).
If you want to complain about the service provided by the RICS surveyor, the surveyor will
have an RICS-compliant complaints handling procedure and will give you a copy if you ask.
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Surveyor's name

Surveyor's RICS number

Company name

Date of the inspection
Related party disclosure

Full address
and postcode
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SWH Surveys Ltd
16 November 2020

Report reference number

2C000000

I am not aware there is any conflict of interest as defined in the RICS Rules of Conduct.
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The weather was overcast yet dry, following a period of mixed weather.

The property was occupied by the vendor and furnished, with fitted floor coverings
throughout.
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We inspect the inside and outside of the main building and all permanent outbuildings. We also
inspect the parts of the electricity, gas/oil, water, heating, drainage and other services that can
be seen, but these are not tested other than through their normal operation in everyday use.
To help describe the condition of the home, we give condition ratings to the main parts (the
'elements') of the building, garage, and some parts outside. Some elements can be made up of
several different parts.
In the element boxes in parts E, F, G and H, we describe the part that has the worst condition
rating first and then outline the condition of the other parts. The condition ratings are described
as follows.

Defects that are serious and/or need to be repaired, replaced or investigated urgently.
Defects that need repairing or replacing but are not considered to be either serious or urgent. The
property must be maintained in the normal way.
No repair is currently needed. The property must be maintained in the normal way.
Not inspected (see 'Important note' below).

Important note: We carry out a desk-top study and make oral enquiries for information about matters
affecting the property.
We carefully and thoroughly inspect the property using our best endeavours to see as much of it as is
physically accessible. Where this is not possible an explanation will be provided.
We visually inspect roofs, chimneys and other surfaces on the outside of the building from ground
level and, if necessary, from neighbouring public property and with the help of binoculars. Flat roofs
no more than 3m above ground level are inspected using a ladder where it is safe to do so.
We inspect the roof structure from inside the roof space if there is safe access. We examine floor
surfaces and under-floor spaces so far as there is safe access and permission from the owner. We
are not able to assess the condition of the inside of any chimney, boiler or other flues. We do not lift
fitted carpets or coverings without the owner’s consent. Intermittent faults of services may not be
apparent on the day of inspection.
If we are concerned about parts of the property that the inspection cannot cover, the report will tell you
about any further investigations that are needed.
Where practicable and agreed we report on the cost of any work for identified repairs and make
recommendations on how these repairs should be carried out. Some maintenance and repairs that
we suggest may be expensive. Purely cosmetic and minor maintenance defects that have no effect
on performance might not be reported. The report that we provide is not a warranty.

Please read the 'Description of the RICS Building Survey Service' (at the end of this report) for details of what is, and is not, inspected.
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This section provides our overall opinion of the property, highlights areas of concern, and summarises the
condition ratings of different elements of the property (with only the worst rating per element being inputted in
the tables). It also provides a summary of repairs (and cost guidance where agreed) and recommendations for
further investigations.
To make sure you get a balanced impression of the property, we strongly recommend that you read all
sections of the report, in particular the ‘What to do now’ section, and discuss in detail with us.

Overall opinion
The property appears, following a non-instructive inspection, to be in a generally reasonable
condition with regard to its age and construction. The property would benefit from some
further investigations/repairs, although these are not considered uncommon in properties of
this age and construction.
The property is considered a reasonable proposition for purchase provided you are prepared
to accept the cost and inconvenience of dealing with the further investigations/repairs.
Stated directions should be related to an assumed stance upon the public highway facing the
front elevation of the property. Stated damp meter readings should be related to an
acceptable maximum of 21%.

Property address

Section of the report

Element number

Element name

E: Outside the property

E3

Rainwater pipes and gutters

F: Inside the property

F2
F3

Ceilings
Walls and partitions

G: Services

G1

Electricity

H: Grounds (part)

—

—

Section of the report

Element number

Element name

E: Outside the property

E1
E2
E4
E5
E6
E8

Chimney stacks
Roof coverings
Main walls
Windows
Outside doors
Other joinery and finishes

F: Inside the property

F1
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Roof structure
Floors
Fireplaces, chimney breasts and flues
Built-in fittings
Woodwork
Bathroom fittings

G: Services

G2
G5

Gas/oil
Water heating

H: Grounds (part)

—

—
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Section of the report

Element number

Element name

E: Outside the property

—

—

F: Inside the property

—

—

G: Services

G4

Heating

H: Grounds (part)

—

—
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Summary of repairs (and cost guidance)
Formal quotations should be obtained prior to legal commitment to purchase the property
Repairs

Cost guidance (where agreed)

Re-hang any slipped slates.

500

Overhaul rainwater goods.

500

Overhaul fascia boards and soffit boards.

750

Undertake localised tanking within utility porch.

1500

Overhaul creaky floor coverings.

750

Further investigations
Further investigations should be obtained prior to legal commitment to purchase the property (see 'What
to do now')

Ceiling: Localised stains were apparent toward the rear portion of the ceiling within the utility
porch, with damp meter readings of 20% recorded. This is thought likely to be due to wind
driven rainwater ingress from the rainwater goods externally in view of the elevated position
of the property. Due to the localised extent of rucked lining paper/decoration along the rear
perimeter of the ceiling it would be prudent to have the affected area taken down and
repaired as necessary as timberwork in contact with dampness is susceptible to rot.
Fireplace: We are unable to confirm when the solid fuel fire was last inspected and swept
and it would be prudent to budget for such in order to ensure the solid fuel fire remains
efficient.
Electrical Installations: Whilst no significant defects were apparent, in accordance with The
Electrical Safety Council, we recommend all electrical installations be inspected and tested
by an NICEIC registered contractor prior to exchange of contracts.
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Type of property

Two bedroomed detached cottage.

Approximate year the
property was built

1850
Whilst the date of construction is indeterminate, we have approximated this to be circa 1850.

Approximate year the
property was
extended

2006
The property is understood to have been extended to the rear, providing the utility porch, the
cloakroom, the bathroom and the living room. We understand the most recent of the
extensions was the living room, constructed in 2006.

Approximate year the
property was
converted

1970
The property is understood to have originally comprised an agricultural barn which was
subsequently converted to residential use. Whilst the date of conversion is indeterminate we
have approximated this to be circa 1970.

Information relevant
to flats and
maisonettes

Accommodation
Ground Floor: Utility Porch, Cloakroom, Bathroom, Bedroom 1, Bedroom 2, Kitchen, Living
Room, Sitting Room.

Construction
The original property is thought to comprise traditional solid stone construction, rendered
externally, under a traditional pitched timber roof structure with slate roof covering. The
extensions are thought to comprise conventional cavity masonry construction, finished with
render externally, under a mixture of traditional pitched timber roof structures with slate roof
coverings and conventional flat timber roof structures with felt roof coverings.
The ground floors are thought to comprise solid concrete construction, overlain with fitted
floor coverings.

Means of escape
As the property is single storey only, the means of escape is via the gable entrance door and
the rear entrance door.
A fire detector/alarm was noted within the hallway and whilst no significant defects were
apparent, we recommend the fire detector/alarm be regularly inspected and tested in order
to ensure it remains in a satisfactory working order. In order to increase early warning in the
event of a fire, you may wish to increase the coverage of the fire detection/alarm system.

Security
Property address
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No security precautions were noted over and above locks to entrance doors and locks to
windows.

Energy
We have not prepared the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC). If we have seen the EPC, then we will report
the ‘Current’ rating here. We have not checked this rating and so cannot comment on its accuracy. We are
advised that the property’s current energy performance, as recorded in the EPC, is:

Energy Efficiency Rating
D57.

Property address
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Services
Gas
Other Private biomass supply and bottled gas supply.

Mains

Electricity
Mains

X

Other

Water
Mains

Other

Private spring water supply.

Other

Private septic tank to soakaway drainage system.

Drainage
Mains

Please see section K for more information about the energy efficiency of the property.

Central heating
Gas

Electric

Solid fuel

X

Oil

None

Other services or energy sources (including feed-in tariffs)
We understand the property has benefit of a private water supply via a spring, situated
outwith the curtilage of the property.
We understand the property has benefit of a private septic tank to soakaway drainage
system, situated outwith the curtilage of the property.
We understand the property has benefit of a biomass boiler situated within the curtilage of
the property which is understood to serve the central heating system and the hot water
system.
We understand the property has benefit of a private bottled gas supply which is situated
within the curtilage of the property which is understood to serve the range cooker situated
within the kitchen.

Grounds
The property has benefit of an open plan driveway to the front providing off-street parking
and an enclosed garden to the sides and the rear. A number of outbuildings are situated
within the curtilage of the property.

Location
The property is situated within a somewhat rural location at the foot of the Pennine Fells,
upon the eastern extremities of Castle Carrock.
Whilst the rural and elevated position is likely to provide impressive views during the summer
Property address
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months, this is likely to provide some difficultly in access during the winter months.

Facilities
Castle Carrock is a village of mixed age and character offering limited local amenities.
Brampton is a town and Carlisle is a city, both within commutable distance, offering a
greater range of amenities.

Local environment
The property is situated within an area whereby more than 1% of properties may be affected
by levels of radon gas in excess of the 'recommended action level'. Excessive levels of
radon gas are considered hazardous to health. Further information may be obtained from
UK Radon.

Other local factors
The local environment is somewhat rural and car ownership would be advantageous in order
to maximise enjoyment of the property and the local environment.

Property address
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Limitations to inspection
Inspection was non-intrusive only. We have not inspected woodwork or other parts of the
property which were covered, unexposed or inaccessible and we are therefore unable to
confirm these parts are free from defect. Inspection was from ground level only.
Please note: When undertaking a building survey the visible inspection is very important,
but equally important is the touch and feel of the building and its elements (eg, opening and
closing doors, windows and cupboards and tapping plasterwork, woodwork, etc). Due to
coronavirus our ability to touch and feel the building and its elements is currently somewhat
restricted, although personal protective equipment is used in order to reduce any such
restrictions where possible.

E1
Chimney stacks

A chimney stack was noted at ridge level, comprising stone construction with a lead tray and
lead flashings at its abutment with the roof covering. Two chimney pots were noted atop,
both appearing open. Where possible, we recommend it prudent to cowl chimney pots in
order to reduce the risk of rainwater ingress.
Localised areas of cracking/recessed mortar were apparent to the stone and we recommend
the mortar be raked out and renewed in order to ensure the chimney stack remains
weathertight.
E2
Roof coverings

The dual pitched roof coverings are finished with slate (regular width laid to regular courses)
whilst the flat roof coverings are finished with felt, with felt/lead flashings at their abutments.
Localised weathered mortar was apparent to the ridge tiles which would benefit from being
raked out and re-pointed in order to ensure the roof covering remains weathertight.
A number of lead tingles were apparent to the dual pitched roof coverings which suggest
repairs to slipped slates. A number of slipped slates were apparent which require overhaul
in order to ensure the roof covering remains weathertight.
A number of slates were found to be de-laminated which is likely to be due to freeze-thaw
action, particularly in view of the elevated position of the property. Whilst no rainwater
ingress was apparent as a result, it should be borne in mind this would suggest the slates
are degrading and it would be prudent to budget for re-roofing in the longer term.
Whilst no significant defects were apparent to the flat roof coverings, it should be borne in
mind the felt will have a limited life expectancy and as we understand the most recent
extension was constructed in 2006, it would be prudent to budget for renewing the felt in
order to ensure the flat roof coverings remain weathertight.
Please note: Vegetation debris was apparent upon the roof coverings generally, although
more extensively to the rear elevation, and it would be prudent to remove all vegetation
debris in order to allow full assessment of the roof coverings.
E3
Rainwater pipes
and gutters

The rainwater goods comprise a mixture of cast iron components and plastic components,
with rainwater pipes discharging to gulleys. Metal covers have been provided over the
gulleys which we assume is in order to prevent the ingress of vegetation debris.
The rainwater pipe to the rear elevation between the utility porch and the bathroom is rather
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loose and would benefit from overhaul in order to ensure the rainwater pipe remains secure
and watertight.
A build up of vegetation growth and vegetation debris was apparent within the rainwater
goods generally and it would be prudent to budget for cleaning out and flushing through the
rainwater goods in order to ensure they remain free flowing and watertight.
It should be borne in mind the cast iron components will require periodic rubbing down and
redecoration in order to prolong their life expectancy.
E4
Main walls

Elevation walls forming the original property were measured at a thickness of circa 365mm
and are thought likely to be of solid stone/masonry construction, finished with render with
masonry plinth.
Elevation walls forming the extensions were measured at a thickness of between 320mm
and 350mm and are thought likely to comprise cavity masonry construction, finished with
render with masonry plinth.
No physical damp proof course and no retrospective chemical damp proof course were
noted to the elevation walls, which is typical of a property of this age and construction. A
physical damp proof course is thought likely to the extensions, although further intrusive
investigation is required to confirm.
A number of hairline cracks were apparent to the render which is thought likely to be due to
thermal expansion and contraction as opposed to being of a structural nature and we
recommend the affected areas be filled using an external grade flexible sealant in order to
ensure the affected areas remain weathertight. The most significant cracking was noted
between the original property and the living room extension.
Localised hollow render was apparent to the elevation walls generally, although being most
prominent to the rear elevation wall which is likely to receive the inclement weather. It would
be prudent to maintain a watching brief over the render as the extent of such will increase
over time and will ultimately require re-rendering.
The vegetation growth to the render would benefit from periodic removal as this is rather
unsightly and will ultimately reduce the life expectancy of the render.
Please note: Due to the provision of a masonry plinth to the elevation walls forming the
original property this may suggest some of the elevation walls have been taken down and
re-built using cavity masonry construction during the conversion of the property, although
further intrusive investigation is required to confirm.
E5
Windows

Windows comprise PVCu double glazed construction, being of casement design.
A number of the windows externally are bounded by stone/masonry surrounds, with the
former window between the right hand bedroom and the utility porch having been infilled
with boarding although the surround remains evident. No significant defects were apparent.
Localised condensation mould was apparent within some of the reveals, although this is to
be expected with a property of this age and construction. Regular ventilation when safe and
secure would be beneficial along with regular heating.
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E6
Outside doors
(including patio doors)

The gable entrance door and the rear entrance door comprise PVCu double glazed
construction. Where glazing is situated within 1500mm of floor level the glazing is thought to
be of toughened specification in compliance with Building Regulations. No significant
defects were apparent.
The steps leading down from the rear entrance door would benefit from a handrail in order to
improve accessibility.

E7
Conservatory
and porches

E8
Other joinery
and finishes

No conservatory or porch.

Fascia boards and soffit boards, where provided, comprise a mixture of timber components
and plastic components. The soffit boards to the living room extension are vented in
compliance with Building Regulations.
Areas of weathered decoration and localised rot was apparent to the timber components and
it would be prudent to budget for rubbing down and redecorating the timber components in
order to promote their life expectancy, or alternatively overcladding with plastic components.

E9
Other

None.
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Limitations to inspection
Inspection was non-intrusive only. We have not inspected woodwork or other parts of the
property which were covered, unexposed or inaccessible and we are therefore unable to
confirm these parts are free from defect.
Please note: When undertaking a building survey the visible inspection is very important,
but equally important is the touch and feel of the building and its elements (eg, opening and
closing doors, windows and cupboards and tapping plasterwork, woodwork, etc). Due to
coronavirus our ability to touch and feel the building and its elements is currently somewhat
restricted, although personal protective equipment is used in order to reduce any such
restrictions where possible.

F1
Roof structure

The dual pitched roof structure over the original property is thought to comprise timber
purlins and timber rafters whilst the dual pitched roof covering over the bathroom extension
is thought to comprise timber rafters. Due to the provision of vaulted ceilings we are only
able to confirm felt is provided beneath the roof covering over the bathroom extension.
Whilst no significant defects were apparent where seen, it would be prudent to budget for the
provision of a woodworm treatment to the timberwork generally as a precautionary measure.
Please note: As the attic over part of the original property has been boarded out for storage
purposes, only a limited inspection was possible of the timber purlins.
Please note: As the ceiling hatch situated within the bathroom extension is compact, only a
limited head and shoulders inspection of the roofspace was possible.
Please note: Due to flat roof structures being provided over the utility porch extension and
the living room extension no access was possible and therefore no comment upon
construction or condition may be provided, although we have assumed these comprise
timber components.
F2
Ceilings

Ceilings are thought to comprise a mixture of plaster construction, plasterboard construction
and timber construction, finished with a mixture of paint and stain. A number of ceilings
include provision of boxed-in timber purlins, the ceiling within the kitchen is exposed to the
underside of the attic storage area and the ceiling within the sitting room is vaulted to the
underside of the roof structure.
Localised stains were apparent toward the rear portion of the ceiling within the utility porch,
with damp meter readings of 20% recorded. This is thought likely to be due to wind driven
rainwater ingress from the rainwater goods externally in view of the elevated position of the
property. Due to the localised extent of rucked lining paper/decoration along the rear
perimeter of the ceiling it would be prudent to have the affected area taken down and
repaired as necessary as timberwork in contact with dampness is susceptible to rot.
A number of scuff marks and holes were noted throughout the property which is to be
expected with a property of this age and construction. The affected areas would benefit from
making good prior to redecoration.
Localised stains were apparent to the underside of the timber floorboards within the kitchen,
although as damp meter readings of 8% were recorded this would suggest the cause has
been remedied.
The ceiling within the attic storage area is thought to be of an age and construction whereby
Property address
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it may contain asbestos. Please refer to 'Risks'.

F3
Walls and
partitions

Elevation walls and partition walls are thought to comprise a mixture of stone construction,
masonry construction and timber studwork construction, plastered/plasterboarded finished
with a mixture of paint and tile.
Whilst no significant staining was apparent, damp meter readings of 27% were recorded to
the right hand gable elevation wall within the utility porch. It would be prudent to hack off the
affected plasterwork and provide an internal tanking system in order to reduce the damp
meter readings.
A number of minor hairline cracks were apparent throughout the property which is to be
expected with a property of this age and construction. We recommend the hairline cracks be
filled prior to redecoration.
A suspected undecorated area was apparent within the rear right hand corner within the
living room, although due to the provision of a multi-fuel stove no access was possible.
Please note: As the elevation walls and partition walls within the living room extension
appear to have been drylined with plasterboard this prevented the meaningful testing of
dampness.

F4
Floors

Ground floors are thought to comprise solid concrete construction, overlain with a mixture of
carpet, vinyl and timber boarding/laminate.
Where plinths were removed from the kitchen fittings and within a number of cupboards, it
would appear tiles are provided beneath the majority of the floor coverings.
The timber boarding/laminate situated within the living room and the sitting room creak
considerably and the timber boarding/laminate is thought likely to have swollen possibly due
to the moisture laden environment. It would be prudent to budget for raising the timber
boarding/laminate and re-laying.
Rippled vinyl was apparent within the hallway leading into the bathroom and it would be
prudent to budget for lifting, undertaking any necessary repairs and re-laying.
F5
Fireplaces, chimney
breasts and flues

A multi-fuel stove is situated within the living room, set upon a raised stone hearth, with the
flue venting through the rear elevation wall to external air. No significant defects were
apparent.
A solid fuel fire is situated within the sitting room, set upon a raised stone hearth with
metal/tile surround. Areas of cracking were apparent to the hearth and it would be prudent
to budget for renewal.
We are unable to confirm when the solid fuel fire was last inspected and swept and it would
be prudent to budget for such in order to ensure the solid fuel fire remains efficient.
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F6
Built-in fittings
(e.g. wardrobes)

A number of integral cupboards were noted throughout the property, generally comprising
timber construction. Whilst no significant defects were apparent, it must be noted the
cupboards were full of stored items severely hindering inspection.
Utility porch fittings comprise veneered timber floor units with a veneered timber worktop.
Whilst no significant defects were apparent, it must be noted the fittings were full of stored
items severely hindering inspection. The fittings appeared dated yet serviceable.
A timber cupboard and timber shelving are situated within the sitting room alcoves. No
significant defects were apparent. Localised marks were apparent to the elevation walls and
partition walls within the cupboard although as damp meter readings of 11% were recorded
this would suggest the cause has been remedied.
A fixed ladder with ceiling hatch situated within the left hand bedroom provides access to the
attic storage area. No significant defects were apparent, although the timber handrail at the
head of the ladder would benefit from additional fixing. The high level timber hatch between
the sitting room and the attic storage area was not accessible and therefore no comment
upon operation may be provided.

F7
Woodwork
(e.g. staircase
and joinery)

Architraves and skirting boards, where provided, comprise timber components. No significant
defects were apparent.
Doors comprise a mixture of timber ledged and braced construction, timber single glazed
construction and timber flush panel construction. Where glazing is situated within 1500mm
of floor level the glazing is thought to be of toughened specification in compliance with
Building Regulations. A number of the doors were difficult to operate and would benefit from
overhaul/adjustment in order to aid operation.

F8
Bathroom and
kitchen fittings

Kitchen fittings comprise relatively modern veneered timber floor and wall units with a
veneered timber worktop and part tile splashback. The kitchen fittings include a veneered
timber island. Mechanical extraction was noted over the gas fired hob which is understood
to vent through the chimney breast to the chimney pot externally. Whilst no significant
defects were apparent, a number of cupboard/drawer fascias bind and would benefit from
adjustment.
Bathroom fittings comprise a relatively modern white WC and wash hand basin (set within a
timber vanity unit) and bath (with mixer shower over). Mechanical extraction was noted
venting through the ceiling which is assumed to vent through the rear elevation wall to
external air. This requires further investigation in order to confirm as it would be prudent to
ensure mechanical extraction vents to external air instead of internally in order to reduce the
risk of condensation. The sealant to the tile/stone splashbacks around the bath and the
wash hand basin appear suspect in places and it would be prudent to budget for raking out
and renewing in order to ensure the affected areas remain watertight. The tiles around the
bath would benefit from being re-grouted.
We understand the cloakroom within the utility porch includes a WC, although due to the
amount of stored items within no access was possible and therefore no comment upon
construction or condition may be provided.
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F9
Other

None.
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Services are generally hidden within the construction of the property. This means that we can only
inspect the visible parts of the available services, and we do not carry out specialist tests. The visual
inspection cannot assess the services to make sure they work efficiently and safely, or meet modern
standards.

Limitations to inspection
Services were visually inspected only with no operating or testing undertaken.

G1
Electricity

Safety warning: The Electrical Safety Council recommends that you should get a registered electrician to check the property
and its electrical fittings at least every ten years, or on change of occupancy. All electrical installation work undertaken after
1 January 2005 should have appropriate certification. For more advice contact the Electrical Safety Council.

Understood to be mains, with the meter situated within a recessed cupboard within the living
room and the consumer unit and fusebox situated within the utility cupboard off the hallway.
Whilst no significant defects were apparent, in accordance with The Electrical Safety
Council, we recommend all electrical installations be inspected and tested by an NICEIC
registered contractor prior to exchange of contracts.
G2
Gas/oil

Safety warning: All gas and oil appliances and equipment should regularly be inspected, tested, maintained and serviced by
a registered ‘competent person’ and in line with the manufacturer’s instructions. This is important to make sure that the
equipment is working correctly, to limit the risk of fire and carbon monoxide poisoning and to prevent carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases from leaking into the air. For more advice contact the Gas Safe Register for gas installations, and
OFTEC for oil installations.

Understood to be no mains gas connection.
We understand the property has benefit of a biomass boiler situated within an outbuilding
adjacent the rear elevation wall with a biomass hopper adjacent which is understood to
serve the central heating system and the hot water system. No significant defects were
apparent. Please refer to 'Issues for your Legal Adviser'.
G3
Water

Understood to be no mains water connection.
We understand the property has benefit of a private spring water supply from the adjacent
fellside. No filtration system was identified during inspection. Please refer to 'Issues for your
Legal Adviser'.
G4
Heating

The central heating system is understood to be served by the biomass boiler to
radiators/heated towel rails, with all radiators/heated towel rails having provision of
thermostatic valves save for the heated towel rail situated within the bathroom which is good
practice in order to allow any excess heat to bleed from the central heating system.
Additional electric heaters are situated within the sitting room and the bathroom. No
significant defects were apparent.
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G5
Water heating

The hot water system is understood to be served by the biomass boiler to the insulated hot
water cylinder situated within the utility cupboard off the hallway (with supplementary electric
immersion heating). The assumed cold water storage tank is situated within the attic storage
area upon a timber support, being of plastic construction although lacking a lid and
insulation. We recommend the provision of such.
G6
Drainage

Understood to be no mains drainage connection.
We understand the property has benefit of a private septic tank drainage system discharging
to a soakaway, all situated within the field to the rear of the property. The single inspection
chamber cover situated alongside the rear elevation wall was inspected and found to be of
plastic construction with no significant defects apparent.
Due to the limited extent of inspection possible, we recommend the below ground drainage
be inspected and CCTV surveyed by a National Association of Drainage Contractors
registered contractor prior to exchange of contracts, in order to appreciate any necessary
repairs or upgrading (due to the recent changes to the General Binding Rules under the
Environment Agency). Please refer to 'Issues for your Legal Adviser'.
G7
Common services

None apparent.
G8
Other
services/features

Property address

A private bottled gas supply is situated alongside the front elevation wall, set within a
timber/felt cover. We understand the bottled gas supply serves the gas fired range cooker
situated within the kitchen. The timber/felt cover is dilapidated and would benefit from
overhaul.
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Limitations to inspection
Due to immediate neighbouring properties, respective boundaries were inspected from within
the curtilage of 1 Example Road only.

H1
Garages

No garage.
H2
Permanent outbuildings
and other structures

A garden studio is situated within the enclosed garden to the rear, comprising timber
framed/timber clad construction with an assumed single ply membrane flat roof covering.
Whilst no significant defects were apparent, the garden studio appears rather dilapidated
and would benefit from overhaul.
A number of other smaller outbuildings are provided, generally comprising a mixture of metal
cladding and timber cladding. Whilst no significant defects were apparent, it would be
prudent to budget for overhaul.

H3
Other

The property has benefit of an open plan driveway to the front providing off-street parking
and an enclosed garden to the sides and the rear. A number of outbuildings are situated
within the curtilage of the property.
Grounds comprise a mixture of gravel, stone flagstones, lawn and planting whilst boundaries
comprise a mixture of timber fencing, stone walling and hedgerow. Whilst no significant
defects were apparent, the grounds and boundaries would benefit from maintenance in
order to ensure satisfactory upkeep.
A number of trees are situated within the curtilage of the property although these do not
appear to have had any influence upon the property itself. It would be prudent to budget for
periodic pruning of the trees in order to ensure these are adequately maintained.

Property address
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We do not act as the legal adviser and will not comment on any legal documents. However, if during the
inspection we identify issues that your legal advisers may need to investigate further, these will be listed
and explained in this section (for example, check whether there is a warranty covering replacement
windows). You should show your legal advisers this section of the report.

I1
Regulations

As the property appears to have been extended and refurbished in relatively recent years,
we recommend your legal adviser research and confirm all necessary Planning Permissions
and Building Regulations Approvals were obtained and complied with, including the
provision of a commissioning certificate with regard to the biomass boiler, the water
installation and the multi-fuel stove.

I2
Guarantees

We are unaware of any guarantees.

I3
Other matters

We recommend your legal adviser obtain copies of all service records with regard to
electrical installations, water installation, biomass installations, bottled gas installations and
septic tank drainage installations and confirm all installations have been inspected and
serviced as necessary in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations.
An assumed telegraph pole is situated within the verge to the front of the property and it
would be prudent for your legal adviser to research and confirm the property has benefit of
all necessary rights of way/easements whilst not being affected by any unusual or onerous
rights of way/easements/obligations/liabilities, including affecting any installations outwith
the curtilage of the property.
We understand from the vendor the boundaries of the property are currently being
questioned during the conveyancing process and we recommend your legal adviser
research and confirm the situation.

Property address
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This section summarises defects and issues that present a risk to the building or grounds, or a safety
risk to people. These may have been reported and condition rated against more than one part of the
property or may be of a more general nature, having existed for some time and which cannot be
reasonably changed.

J1
Risks to building

Roof Coverings: Overhaul roof coverings as necessary in order to ensure they remain
weathertight.
Rainwater Goods: Overhaul rainwater goods as necessary in order to ensure they remain
watertight and free flowing.
Ceiling: Localised stains were apparent toward the rear portion of the ceiling within the utility
porch, with damp meter readings of 20% recorded. This is thought likely to be due to wind
driven rainwater ingress from the rainwater goods externally in view of the elevated position
of the property. Due to the localised extent of rucked lining paper/decoration along the rear
perimeter of the ceiling it would be prudent to have the affected area taken down and
repaired as necessary as timberwork in contact with dampness is susceptible to rot.
Fireplace: We are unable to confirm when the solid fuel fire was last inspected and swept
and it would be prudent to budget for such in order to ensure the solid fuel fire remains
efficient.

J2
Risks to the
grounds

J3
Risks to people

Radon Gas: The property is situated within an area whereby more than 1% of properties
may be affected by levels of radon gas in excess of the 'recommended action level'.
Excessive levels of radon gas are considered hazardous to health. Further information may
be obtained from UK Radon.
Electrical Installations: Whilst no significant defects were apparent, in accordance with The
Electrical Safety Council, we recommend all electrical installations be inspected and tested
by an NICEIC registered contractor prior to exchange of contracts.
Inspection and Service: We recommend your legal adviser obtain copies of all service
records with regard to electrical installations, water installation, biomass installations, bottled
gas installations and septic tank drainage installations and confirm all installations have
been inspected and serviced as necessary in accordance with the manufacturers
recommendations.

J4
Other risks
or hazards

Property address

Asbestos: The property is of an age and construction whereby asbestos containing
materials may have been used during construction or subsequent alterations. Should any
suspect materials be encountered we recommend these be inspected and sample tested by
an asbestos surveyor prior to disturbance. Works to asbestos containing materials can be
costly.
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This section describes energy related matters for the property as a whole. It takes account of a broad
range of energy related features and issues already identified in the previous sections of this report, and
discusses how they may be affected by the condition of the property.
This is not a formal energy assessment of the building but part of the report that will help you get a
broader view of this topic. Although this may use information obtained from an available EPC, it does
not check the certificate’s validity or accuracy.
K1
Insulation

The provision of insulation is considered typical for a property of this age and construction.
We recommend the provision of increased insulation to roofspaces where possible, as no
insulation was noted.

K2
Heating

The provision of heating is considered typical for a property of this age and construction.

K3
Lighting

The provision of lighting is considered typical for a property of this age and construction. We
recommend energy saving lightbulbs be utilised upon expiration of existing lightbulbs.

K4
Ventilation

K5
General

Property address

The provision of ventilation is considered typical for a property of this age and construction.

The energy efficiency of the property appears typical for a property of this age and
construction. Should you require further advice in this regard we recommend you consult
with the Energy Performance Certificate.
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RICS Disclaimers
1.

This report has been prepared by a surveyor (‘the Employee’) on behalf of a firm or company of surveyors (‘the
Employer’). The statements and opinions expressed in this report are expressed on behalf of the Employer, who
accepts full responsibility for these.
Without prejudice and separately to the above, the Employee will have no personal liability in respect of any
statements and opinions contained in this report, which shall at all times remain the sole responsibility of the
Employer to the exclusion of the Employee.
In the case of sole practitioners, the surveyor may produce the report in his or her own name unless the surveyor
operates as a sole trader limited liability company.
To the extent that any part of this notification is a restriction of liability within the meaning of the Unfair Contract
Terms Act 1977 it does not apply to death or personal injury resulting from negligence.

2.

This document is issued in blank form by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and is available
only to parties who have signed a licence agreement with RICS.
RICS gives no representations or warranties, express or implied, and no responsibility or liability is accepted for
the accuracy or completeness of the information inserted in the document or any other written or oral
information given to any interested party or its advisers. Any such liability is expressly disclaimed.

Please read the 'Description of the RICS Building Survey Service' (at the end of this report) for details of what is, and is not, inspected.
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If you are a prospective or current home owner who has chosen an RICS Home Survey you
should carefully consider the findings, condition ratings and risks stated in the report.

Getting quotations
You should obtain reports and at least two quotations for all the repairs and further
investigations that the surveyor has identified. These should come from experienced
contractors who are properly insured. You should also:
ask them for references from people they have worked for;
describe in writing exactly what you will want them to do; and
get the contractors to put the quotations in writing.
Some repairs will need contractors with specialist skills and who are members of regulated
organisations (for example, electricians, gas engineers or plumbers). Some work may also
need you to get Building Regulations permission or planning permission from your local
authority. Your surveyor may be able to help.

Further investigations
If the surveyor is concerned about the condition of a hidden part of the building, could only
see part of a defect or does not have the specialist knowledge to assess part of the property
fully, the surveyor may have recommended that further investigations should be carried out
(for example, by structural engineers or arboriculturists) to discover the true extent of the
problem.

Who you should use for these further investigations
Specialists belonging to different types of organisation will be able to do this. For example,
qualified electricians can belong to five different government-approved schemes. If you want
further advice, please contact your surveyor.

What the further investigations will involve
This will depend on the type of problem, but to do this properly, parts of the home may have to
be disturbed. If you are a prospective purchaser, you should discuss this matter with the
current owner. In some cases, the cost of investigation may be high.
This guidance does not claim to provide legal advice. You should consult your legal advisers
before entering into any binding contract or purchase.
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The service
The RICS Building Survey Service includes:
a thorough inspection of the property (see 'The inspection');
and
a detailed report based on the inspection (see 'The report').
The surveyor who provides the RICS Building Survey
Service aims to:
help you make a reasoned and informed decision when
purchasing the property, or when planning for repairs,
maintenance or upgrading the property;
provide detailed advice on condition;
describe the identifiable risk of potential or hidden defects;
where practicable and agreed, provide an estimate of costs
for identified repairs; and
make recommendations as to any further actions or advice
which need to be obtained before committing to purchase.
Any extra services provided that are not covered by the terms
and conditions of this report must be covered by a separate
contract.
The inspection
The surveyor carefully and thoroughly inspects the inside and
outside of the main building and all permanent outbuildings,
recording the construction and defects (both major and minor)
that are evident. This inspection is intended to cover as much of
the property as physically accessible. Where this is not possible
an explanation is provided in the ‘Limitations to inspection’ box
in the relevant sections of the report.
The surveyor does not force or open up the fabric without owner
consent, or if there is a risk of causing personal injury or
damage. This includes taking up fitted carpets, fitted floor
coverings or floorboards, moving heavy furniture, removing the
contents of cupboards, roof spaces, etc., removing secured
panels and/or hatches or undoing electrical fittings. The underfloor areas are inspected where there is safe access.
If necessary, the surveyor carries out parts of the inspection
when standing at ground level from adjoining public property
where accessible. This means the extent of the inspection will
depend on a range of individual circumstances at the time of
inspection, and the surveyor judges each case on an individual
basis.
The surveyor uses equipment such as a damp-meter, binoculars
and a torch, and uses a ladder for flat roofs and for hatches no
more than 3m above level ground (outside) or floor surfaces
(inside) if it is safe to do so.
The surveyor also carries out a desk-top study and makes oral
enquiries for information about matters affecting the property.
Services to the property
Services are generally hidden within the construction of the
property. This means that only the visible parts of the available
services can be inspected, and the surveyor does not carry out
specialist tests other than through their normal operation in
everyday use. The visual inspection cannot assess the
efficiency or safety of electrical, gas or other energy sources;
the plumbing, heating or drainage installations (or whether they
meet current regulations); or the internal condition of any
chimney, boiler or other flue. Intermittent faults of services may
not be apparent on the day of inspection.
Outside the property
The surveyor inspects the condition of boundary walls, fences,
permanent outbuildings and areas in common (shared) use. To
inspect these areas, the surveyor walks around the grounds and
any neighbouring public property where access can be
obtained. Where there are restrictions to access, these are
reported and advice is given on any potential underlying risks
that may require further investigation.
Buildings with swimming pools and sports facilities are treated as
permanent outbuildings and therefore are inspected, but the
surveyor does not report on the leisure facilities, such as the
pool itself and its equipment internally and externally,
landscaping and other facilities (for example, tennis courts and
temporary outbuildings).

Flats
When inspecting flats, the surveyor assesses the general
condition of outside surfaces of the building, as well as its
access and communal areas (for example, shared hallways and
staircases) and roof spaces, but only if they are accessible from
within the property or communal areas. The surveyor also
inspects (within the identifiable boundary of the flat) drains, lifts,
fire alarms and security systems, although the surveyor does
not carry out any specialist tests other than through their normal
operation in everyday use.
Dangerous materials, contamination and environmental
issues
The surveyor makes enquiries about contamination or other
environmental dangers. If the surveyor suspects a problem, he
or she recommends further investigation.
The surveyor may assume that no harmful or dangerous
materials have been used in the construction, and does not
have a duty to justify making this assumption. However, if the
inspection shows that these materials have been used, the
surveyor must report this and ask for further instructions.
The surveyor does not carry out an asbestos inspection and
does not act as an asbestos inspector when inspecting
properties that may fall within the Control of Asbestos
Regulations 2012. With flats, the surveyor assumes that there is
a ‘dutyholder’ (as defined in the regulations), and that in place
are an asbestos register and an effective management plan
which does not present a significant risk to health or need any
immediate payment. The surveyor does not consult the
dutyholder.
The report
The surveyor produces a report of the results of inspection for
you to use, but cannot accept any liability if it is used by anyone
else. If you decide not to act on the advice in the report, you do
this at your own risk. The report is aimed at providing you with a
detailed understanding of the condition of the property to allow
you to make an informed decision on serious or urgent repairs,
and on maintenance of a wide range of issues reported. Purely
cosmetic and minor maintenance defects that have no effect on
performance might not be reported. The report is not a
warranty.
The report is in a standard format and includes the
following sections.
A Introduction to the report
B About the inspection
C Overall assessment and summary of the condition ratings
D About the property
E Outside the property
F Inside the property
G Services
H Grounds (including shared areas for flats)
I Issues for your legal advisers
J Risks
K Energy efficiency
L Surveyor’s declaration
What to do now
Description of the RICS Building Survey Service
Typical house diagram
Condition ratings
The surveyor gives condition ratings to the main parts (the
‘elements’) of the main building, garage and some outside
elements. The condition ratings are described as follows:
Condition rating 3 – defects that are serious and/or need
to be repaired, replaced or investigated urgently.
Condition rating 2 – defects that need repairing or replacing
but are not considered to be either serious or urgent.
The property must be maintained in the normal way.
Condition rating 1 – no repair is currently needed. The
property must be maintained in the normal way.
NI – not inspected.
Continued...
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The surveyor notes in the report if it was not possible to check
any parts of the property that the inspection would normally
cover. If the surveyor is concerned about these parts, the report
tells you about any further investigations that are needed.
The surveyor may report on the cost of any work to put right
defects (where agreed), but does not make recommendations
on how these repairs should be carried out. However, there is
general advice in the ‘What to do now’ section at the end of the
report.
Energy
The surveyor has not prepared the Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) as part of the RICS Building Survey Service
for the property. If the surveyor has seen the current EPC, he or
she will provide the Energy Efficiency Rating in this report, but
will not check the rating and so cannot comment on its
accuracy. Where possible and appropriate, the surveyor will
include additional commentary on energy related matters for the
property as a whole in the K Energy efficiency section of the
report, but this is not a formal energy assessment of the
building.
Issues for legal advisers
The surveyor does not act as ‘the legal adviser’ and does not
comment on any legal documents. If, during the inspection, the
surveyor identifies issues that your legal advisers may need to
investigate further, the surveyor may refer to these in the report
(for example, check whether there is a warranty covering
replacement windows).
The report has been prepared by a surveyor (‘the Employee’) on
behalf of a firm or company of surveyors (‘the Employer’). The
statements and opinions expressed in the report are expressed
on behalf of the Employer, who accepts full responsibility for
these.
Without prejudice and separately to the above, the Employee will
have no personal liability in respect of any statements and
opinions contained in this report, which shall at all times remain
the sole responsibility of the Employer to the exclusion of the
Employee.
In the case of sole practitioners, the surveyor may produce the
report in his or her own name unless the surveyor operates as a
sole trader limited liability company.
To the extent that any part of this notification is a restriction of
liability within the meaning of the Unfair Contract Terms Act
1977 it does not apply to death or personal injury resulting from
negligence.
If the property is leasehold, the surveyor gives you general
advice and details of questions you should ask your legal
advisers. This general advice is given in the ‘Leasehold
properties advice’ document.
Risks
This section summarises defects and issues that present a risk
to the building or grounds, or a safety risk to people. These may
have been reported and condition rated against more than one
part of the property or may be of a more general nature, having
existed for some time and which cannot reasonably be
changed.

Standard terms of engagement
1 The service – the surveyor provides only the standard
RICS Building Survey Service (‘the service’) described here,
unless you and the surveyor agree in writing before the
inspection that the surveyor will provide extra services.
Any extra service will require separate terms of engagement
to be entered into with the surveyor. Examples of extra
services include:
plan drawing;
schedules of works;
re-inspection;
detailed specific issue reports;
market valuation and re-instatement cost; and
negotiation.
2 The surveyor – the service is to be provided by an
AssocRICS, MRICS or FRICS member of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors, who has the skills,
knowledge and experience to survey and report on the
property.
3 Before the inspection – this period forms an important part
of the relationship between you and the surveyor. The
surveyor will use reasonable endeavours to contact you
regarding your particular concerns about the property and
explain (where necessary) the extent and/or limitations of the
inspection and report. The surveyor also carries out a
desk-top study to understand the property better.
4 Terms of payment – you agree to pay the surveyor’s fee
and any other charges agreed in writing.
5 Cancelling this contract – you are entitled to cancel this
contract by giving notice to the surveyor’s office at any time
before the day of the inspection. The surveyor does not
provide the service (and reports this to you as soon as
possible) if, after arriving at the property, the surveyor
decides that:
(a) he or she lacks enough specialist knowledge of the
method of construction used to build the property; or
(b) it would be in your best interests to have an RICS
HomeBuyer Report or an RICS Condition Report, rather
than the RICS Building Survey.
If you cancel this contract, the surveyor will refund any money
you have paid for the service, except for any reasonable
expenses. If the surveyor cancels this contract, he or she will
explain the reason to you.
6 Liability – the report is provided for your use, and the
surveyor cannot accept responsibility if it is used, or relied
upon, by anyone else.
Complaints handling procedure
The surveyor will have an RICS-compliant complaints handling
procedure and will give you a copy if you ask.
Note: These terms form part of the contract between you
and the surveyor.
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This diagram illustrates where you may find some of the building elements referred to in the report

Property address
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Your home needs maintaining in the normal way, and this general advice may be useful when
read together with your report. It is not specific to this property and does not include
comprehensive details. Problems in construction may develop slowly over time. If you are
concerned contact an RICS qualified surveyor for further advice.

Outside the property
You should check the condition of your property at least once a year and after unusual
storms. Routine redecoration of the outside of the property will also give you an opportunity to
closely examine the building.
Chimney stacks: Check these occasionally for signs of cracked cement, split or broken
pots, or loose and gaping joints in the brickwork or render. Storms may loosen aerials or
other fixings, including the materials used to form the joints with the roof coverings.
Roof coverings: Check these occasionally for slipped, broken and missing tiles or slates,
particularly after storms.
Flat roofing has a limited life, and is at risk of cracking and blistering.You should not walk
on a flat roof. Where possible keep it free from debris. If it is covered with spar chippings,
make sure the coverage is even, and replace chippings where necessary.
Rainwater pipes and gutters: Clear any debris at least once a year, and check for leaks
when it is raining. You should also check for any loose downpipe connectors and broken
fixings.
Main walls: Check main walls for cracks and any uneven bulging. Maintain the joints in
brickwork and repair loose or broken rendering. Re-paint decorated walls regularly. Cut
back or remove any plants that are harmful to mortar and render. Keep the soil level well
below the level of any damp proof course (150mm minimum recommended) and make
sure any ventilation bricks are kept clear. Check over cladding for broken, rotted or
damaged areas that need repairing.
Windows and doors: Once a year check all frames for signs of rot in wood frames, for
any splits in plastic or metal frames and for rusting to latches and hinges in metal frames.
Maintain all decorated frames by repairing or redecorating at the first sign of any
deterioration. In autumn check double glazing for condensation between the glazing, as
this is a sign of a faulty unit. Have broken or cracked glass replaced by a qualified
specialist. Check for broken sash cords on sliding sash windows, and sills and window
boards for any damage.
Conservatories and porches: Keep all glass surfaces clean, and clear all rainwater
gutters and down pipes. Look for broken glazing and for any leaks when it’s raining.
Arrange for repairs by a qualified specialist.
Other woodwork and finishes: Regularly redecorate all joinery, and check for rot and
decay which you should repair at the same time.
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Inside the property
You can check the inside of your property regularly when cleaning, decorating and replacing
carpets or floor coverings. You should also check the roof area occasionally.
Roof structure: When you access the roof area, check for signs of any leaks and the
presence of vermin, rot or decay to timbers. Also look for tears to the under-felting of the
roof, and check pipes, lagging and insulated areas.
Ceilings: If you have a leak in the roof the first sign is often damp on the ceiling beneath
the roof. Be aware if your ceiling begins to look uneven as this may indicate a serious
problem, particularly for older ceilings.
Walls and partitions: Look for cracking and impact damage, or damp areas which may
be caused by plumbing faults or defects on the outside of the property.
Floors: Be alert for signs of unevenness when you are moving furniture, particularly with
timber floors.
Fireplaces, chimney breasts and flues: You should arrange for a qualified specialist to
regularly sweep all used open chimneys. Also, make sure that bricked-up flues are
ventilated. Flues to gas appliances should be checked annually by a qualified gas
technician.
Built-in fittings: Check for broken fittings.

Services
Ensure all meters and control valves are easy to access and not hidden or covered over.
Arrange for an appropriately qualified technician to check and test all gas and oil services,
boilers, heating systems and connected devices once a year.
Electrical installations should only be replaced or modified by a suitably qualified electrician
and tested as specified by the Electrical Safety Council (recommended minimum of a ten
year period if no alterations or additions are made, or on change of occupancy).
Monitor plumbing regularly during use. Look out for leakage and breakages, and check
insulation is adequate particularly as winter approaches.
Lift drain covers annually to check for blockages and clean these as necessary. Check any
private drainage systems annually, and arrange for a qualified contractor to clear these as
necessary. Keep gullies free from debris.

Grounds
Garages and outbuildings: Follow the maintenance advice given for the main building.
Other: Regularly prune trees, shrubs and hedges as necessary. Look out for any
overhanging and unsafe branches, loose walls, fences and ornaments, particularly after
storms. Clear leaves and other debris, moss and algae growth. Make sure all hard
surfaces are stable and level, and not slippery or a trip hazard.
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